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Abstract: 
The ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) Experiment is a detector that is one 
of four stationed at the CERN Large Hadron Collider.  The goal of ALICE is to 
investigate the properties of the quark-gluon plasma, a new form of matter which 
only existed during the first microsecond of the Universe.  ALICE measures the 
aftermath of the collision of two lead ions.  Some information detected is the 
trajectory of the particles traveling through the tracking detectors and energy 
deposited in the calorimeters.  Both the tracks and energy are required to determine 
the identities of the various particles as they travel through ALICE.  The goal of 
this project is to combine the energy deposits in the calorimeter with the tracks that 
correspond to the particle that left the energy signature.  Currently, ALICE 
compares the center of a cluster of calorimeter cells to the nearest track.  We aim to 
investigate whether or not comparing the track to the nearest individual cell will 
better optimize the particle identification process. From the data we collected, it is 
still inconclusive which method is better for identifying particles in ALICE; 
however, our research has given us a strong direction to follow with future 
research. In this paper we will present the physics needed to understand our 
experiment, and the current status of the project and its possible benefits to future 
runs at ALICE.   
 
Purpose:  
Determine whether track-cell matching is more efficient and optimal compared to 
the currently used track-cluster matching in the algorithms used at the ALICE 
detector at CERN to identify particles after lead-lead collisions. 
 
Introduction: 
The CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is the largest particle accelerator that has 
ever been constructed. It is capable of accelerating charged particles, protons and 
lead ions, up to velocities extremely close to that of the speed of light 
(99.9999991% ).  (Dauvergne, A. 2010). The LHC is part of CERN, Conseil 
Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (French for the European Organization for 
Nuclear Research). There are 4 detectors at use on the LHC, but the experiment 
and simulation data for this paper come from the ALICE (A Large Ion Collider 
Experiment) detector. ALICE is composed of several varieties of particle detectors, 
including ones that measure particle trajectories (tracks) and ones that measure 
particle energies (calorimeters).   The purpose of this project is to optimize the 
algorithm that identifies the track a particle leaves through the detector with the 
energy signature it leaves in the calorimeter. We would like to try and optimize this 
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process because of the chaotic nature of particle physics. Since there are thousands 
of particles that are created after a collision, we need an efficient way to identify 
these particles. If we are better able to identify each individual particle, then we 
can also better identify interesting events such as those that contain bottom quark 
jets (B-jets). Ultimately, better particle identification will allow us to determine the 
properties of the Quark Gluon Plasma. 
 
This paper will begin by providing a brief physics background that is important for 
understanding the intricacies of particle collision physics and what ALICE is doing 
with the detector. Next, it will address the ALICE detector, why it was created and 
how it works. After this, the paper explains the current coding used for track-
cluster matching, and explains why track-cell matching could potentially provide 
better results.  
 
I) The Physics 
This section provides a brief explanation of the evolution of the universe 
interpreted through the Big Bang theory. This is important because we are 
ultimately probing the beginning of the universe when we conduct high energy 
particle collisions. From here, this section focuses on the timescale that is from the 
beginning of the Big Bang to 10-6s after the explosion. During part of this time 
period, the universe was made of something called the Quark Gluon Plasma 
(QGP). The QGP is a newly discovered form of matter in which quarks and 
gluons, normally bound within protons and neutrons, roam freely in an extremely 
high energy and high density state. Section I concludes with a description of the 
physics behind the ALICE detector, the motivation for the experiment, and what 
was done to try and optimize the system. 
 
A. Evolution of the Universe 
High energy particle physics is the only tool we can use to probe the early universe 
and much of the quantum world. When the universe came to be, theorized by the 
“Big Bang Hypothesis,” it was in an extremely high energy state, and has 
undergone many different phase changes as it expanded and cooled into the 
universe we know today. The energies of this primordial system were so high that 
basic structures like atoms and molecules could not exist. Sub-atomic particles, 
such as quarks and gluons, dominated the first millionth of a second because they 
were the only forms of matter that could be maintained.  The evolution of the 
universe can be broken down into several different epochs, where each epoch 
marks a new physical phenomenon such as the recombination of nuclear particles 
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into atomic nuclei, or galactic formation. (Short, N.M.).  Figure 1.1 is a graphical 
representation of the evolution of the universe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1: This graph courtesy of http://rst.gsfc.nasa.gov/Sect20/A1.html: nasa information 
page, it should be read from the bottom up from the beginning of the Big Bang up until now.  
 
By colliding two particles together at extremely high speeds we are able to recreate 
energies that compare to those at the beginning of the universe. This allows us to 
ultimately recreate the beginning of the universe at a small scale, and observe how 
matter changes and reacts at energies comparable to those at the start of existence. 
Since the timescale of the event is so miniscule, cutting edge technology like the 
ALICE detector is needed to be able to gather the information for analysis.  
 
B. Quark-Gluon Plasma 
When two particles collide at such high energies as the LHC provides, quarks and 
other small sub-atomic particles get spewed out of the explosion. The energies 
created in such a violent explosion are as large as the energies that were apparent 
in the earliest stages of our universe. Until the invention of particle accelerators, 
physicists and other scientists have never been able to create energies like this. 
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New information is constantly being gathered from colliders world-wide, and it 
wasn’t until about the past decade that scientists discovered a new form of matter 
called the quark-gluon plasma or QGP. According to current knowledge of the Big 
Bang, the QGP naturally occurred between 10-12s and 10-6s after the explosion of 
the Big Bang. (Short, N.M.) Scientists can theorize this because of the immense 
densities and energies that are required to create the QGP. It was only within that 
first microsecond of existence that our universe could have naturally maintained 
the QGP.  
 
Being such a new phenomena, it was not until the first two months of 2010 that we 
were able to determine the temperature of the QGP, which was formed in Au-Au 
nuclei collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), part of the 
Brookhaven National Laboratory, in Long Island, NY. From data collected by 
experiments at RHIC, the calculated temperature of the QGP formed there is four 
trillion degrees Celsius! (Cofield, C. 2010). Since QGP is a relatively recent 
discovery, there is still much to learn about it. ALICE was built for the purpose of 
exploring the intricacies and properties of the QGP.  
 
C. Physics of ALICE 
The LHC has two different particle collisions that can take place at any of the 4 
detectors, proton-proton collisions and lead-lead collisions (where the lead atoms 
have been stripped of all their electrons and it is only the ionized nuclei that 
collide).  Using massive electromagnets, these particles are accelerated faster and 
faster, and can be directed to collide at one of the detector sites. After a collision 
happens, conservation of momentum and energy mandate what kinds of particles 
are created and where they go.  
 
The detector is encased in a magnetic field separate from the beam pipe’s field; 
this means that any charged particle will feel a force due to the magnetic field and 
curve. The force on an object in circular motion is F /r, where m is the mass 
of the particle, v is its velocity, and r is the radius of the circle. The magnetic force 
felt on a particle is F  	
, where q is the charge of the particle, and (vxB) is 
the cross product between the velocity of the particle and the magnetic field. Since 
the tracking detectors in ALICE can “see” the curve a particle leaves, we can 
manipulate the two force formulas to find the momentum for the particle that left 
the track. We can combine this with other information such as energy or velocity to 
determine the mass, and thus, distinguish different particle types. 
 
 Once the particle has travelled through the track
traveling in the right direction
(EMCAL), where it can deposit some if not all of its energy. If we know the 
amount of energy that a particle deposited 
special relativity to calculate a value for the invariant mass of the particle that 
deposited the energy using:  
Laboratory 2009). Everything may seem very straightforward, but in practice
much harder. Many particles will decay into other particles as they travel through 
the detector. Photons are neutral particl
tracking detectors, but their energy is picked up by the EMCAL. 
may have signatures close to those of other particles so it is hard to define which 
particle is what. Also, when particles hit the calorim
all of their energy in one cell that is exactly where the particle hit. Instead, the 
particle may deposit its energy in a cluster of cells which 
section of the EMCAL. Furthermore, the tracking detector
particle left a path that would correspond to that energy cluster, or that there are 
multiple particles that would correspond to a single energy cluster. 
 
Figure 1.2: This image provides a visual aid for defining how a particle track i
image is a side-view of the ALICE detector.
 
-detecting parts of ALICE, if it is 
, it will hit the Electromagnetic Calorimeter
and its momentum, then we can use 
E2 – (pc)2 = (mc2)2. (SLAC National Accelerator 
es so they do not leave a track in the 
Some particles 
eter, they do not just deposit 
is smeared out across a 
 may show that no 
 
s identified. This 
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 it is 
 
   
Figure 1.3: This image provides a visual aid for defining how a particle track is identified. This 
image is a front-view of the ALICE detector, as if we were looking down the beam pipe. 
 
When a collision takes place, the detectors all calculate the
angles of the particle trajectories and energy deposits
that is related to the angle θ 
from the side. Eta is used instead of Theta because it has better properties when 
working with relativistic particles. Theta is measured from the horizontal of the 
beam tube. Phi is the angle of the particle trajectory 
when looking at a cross-section of the detector along the beam direction 
1.3).  There are two different Phi values in figure 1.3 because charged particles will 
have two different Eta and Phi values.
charged particles will curve (figure 1.3 shows a particle trajectory curving in 
purple) as they travel through the detectors
momentum vector tangent to the curve will be different at different points alon
the curve. The Eta and Phi values of all 
the collision vertex in the beam tube (figure 1.3 
(figure 1.3Φe). The calculated values for 
 Eta (η) and Phi
. Eta is a property (figure 1.2) 
of a particle trajectory when looking at the detector
measured from the X
 Since ALICE is encased in a magnetic field, 
. Because of this curvature, the 
particle trajectories will be calculated at 
Φc), and at the EMCAL boundary 
Eta and Phi of a track are what is 
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matched to the signatures in the EMCAL, and they can lead to different results 
depending on which calculated values are used.  
 
This is where the research conducted for this paper comes into play. We are trying 
to figure out whether using the entire energy cluster closest to the most probable 
track or using a single cell closest to the most probable track will optimize the 
particle identification process.  
 
II) ALICE Detector 
This section briefly summarizes why ALICE was built and mentions the team that 
works and financially backs ALICE. It also describes the construction of the 
detector and provides a brief overview of the parts of ALICE that concern the 
experiment conducted for this paper. This section concludes by talking about the 
motivation for the experiment of this paper.  
 
A. ALICE and Her Team 
While the total LHC project is a massive, world-wide scientific collaboration, 
ALICE itself is a product of 31 separate countries’ financial backing. The team 
currently working on the ALICE project consists of over 1500 members from 104 
different institutes world-wide. ALICE was built around the central beam tube near 
the French-Swiss border. The beam tube is the pipeline which the ions and protons 
travel through. The speeding particles are controlled by large magnets, and can be 
directed to collide within the bounds of the ALICE detector. ALICE’s primary 
focus is the study of the QGP, but it has also been used to gather information on 
cosmic rays when there is no particle collision taking place. (CERN European 
Organization for Nuclear Research).  
 
B. Construction of ALICE 
ALICE is a composite of multiple mini-detectors, each with its own function and 
purpose. Figure 2.1 shows the ALICE detector in its entirety, with each part 
labeled. The TRD (Transition Radiation Detector), TPC (Time Projection 
Chamber), ITS (Inner Tracking System), and EMCAL (Electro-Magnetic 
Calorimeter) are all directly connected with track-energy matching that is the focus 
of this project.  
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Figure 2.1: A labeled diagram of a longitudinal view of the ALICE detector. Image courtesy of 
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/35879. 
 
The TRD, TPC, and ITS all are capable of multiple tasks, but one of their primary 
focuses is to calculate and extrapolate the trajectory of a particle that travels 
through them. This trajectory is known as a “track,” and each charged particle 
created in the collision has its own track. There are some particles that decay and 
split while they are traveling through these detectors, and properly identifying the 
tracks of the daughter particles allows experimentalists to backtrack and find the 
primary, and possible secondary vertices of these decays. B-jets, a highly studied 
phenomenon at ALICE, are identified by using their primary and secondary 
vertices, so the resolution in these detectors has to be very small and accurate. 
Since this is the case, the combination of the TRD, TPC, and ITS provide 
extremely accurate track representations. 
 
The EMCAL is a highly sensitive calorimeter that is broken up into multiple tiny 
cells that can absorb the energy from incoming particles. Some particles, like an 
electron, will deposit all of their energy in the EMCAL as they pass through its 
multiple layers, while many other particles will only deposit fractions of their 
energy. The EMCAL is one of the leading detectors to find photons since they 
weakly interact with all the other detector elements. It is the energy signature left 
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in the EMCAL that concerns our experiment. We are attempting to optimize the 
method by which a particle’s track is matched with its energy signature. 
 
C. Experiment Motivation 
Even with highly accurate tracks, and a sensitive calorimeter, it is hard to 
determine exactly what particle left what energy signature that corresponds to a 
specific track. This happens because there are thousands of particles that fly 
through the detector during any given collision. Some particles may overlap, and 
their energy signatures can become blurred together. If an electron and a hadron hit 
the calorimeter in close proximity, the electron will deposit all of its energy and the 
hadron will most likely deposit very little, but what happens when you have 6 or 7 
tracks that lead into one large energy cluster? It is often hard to determine what 
particles contributed to the energy signature. We want to optimize how particles 
are identified so that we can better identify interesting events such as those that 
contain a bottom quark jet.  
 
A bottom quark jet or B-jet occurs when a bottom quark fragments into a bunch of 
smaller particles. Some of these particles are not charged, so they do not get picked 
up by the tracking detectors, but they do leave energy in the EMCAL. To be able 
to effectively identify the energy of the B-jet we need to know how much energy 
came from its charged particles and non-charged particles. In particular, we want 
to identify the high energy electron coming from the decay of bottom mesons 
within the B-jet to distinguish B-jets from other kinds of jets. This is a difficult 
process. First, using the tracking 
detectors and tracing particles back to a 
central vertex, we identify where a jet 
occurred. Then we create a function 
representative of the cone of particles 
that is emitted from the jet. Here is an 
image of a B-jet so that we can see how 
the cone shape is emanated from the 
vertex of the B-jet. The electron from the 
B-meson decay comes from the 
secondary vertex and distinguishes the 
B-jet from non B-jets.  
 
Figure 2.1: A representation of a B-jet event, 
courtesy of 
 http://www d0.fnal.gov/Run2Physics 
/top/singletop_observation/: the D0 Collaboration. 
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This cone function is then projected on the EMCAL (Electromagnetic Calorimeter) 
so that we can figure out what energy clusters come from the B-jet. Once we have 
an area of interest on the EMCAL, we use the tracking detector to determine how 
many charged particles entered that area of the EMCAL. Using the momentum and 
curvature of the charged particles, we can make a safe assumption about how much 
energy would have been left on the EMCAL in that region from our charged 
particles. We then subtract that energy from the total energy in that area, and 
whatever is left over is the energy from the uncharged particles of the B-jet. 
Knowing both energies we can then identify all the properties of the B-jet; 
however, as stated earlier, we need to accurately identify each particle in the event 
to get accurate data on the B-jet.  
Method: 
Figure M.1 is a representation of a section of the EMCAL, with energy clusters 
and track intersection points, to illustrate the type of problem we are trying to solve 
. As mentioned in part II)B, the face of the EMCAL is broken up into individual 
tiny cells that can detect an energy signature. In our diagram white cells are cells 
that did not detect any energy, and yellow cells are cells with an energy signature. 
The section that is inside the blue border represents an energy cluster, with the 
central distribution of the signature as a black X inside an orange circle. The red 
X’s will represent where the trajectory of a track should have hit the EMCAL 
according to the track it left in the tracking detectors. This was not created from 
real data. It is a representation of what can happen and it is a demonstrative tool to 
aid in our explanation.  
  
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
Figure M.1: An artistic demonstration 
types of possible t
Currently, the coding in ALICE matches a track with an energy 
called track-cluster matching. Looking at figure M.1
would be matched with the energy cluster because it is closes
distribution of the cluster, even though it does not actually hit the energy cluster.
could be possible that X2 or X
since they are close to or in a cell that has an energy signature. It is also possible 
that X1, X2,and X3 all contribute energy to the total cluster. If this were the case, we 
cannot tell how much energy each particle (track) contributed to the total energy 
cluster. This makes it extremely hard to identify and accurately catalog different 
particles and their energies. Another noticeable concern with this current method 
of coding is that the cell that X
because 1 cell is not considered a cluster. It is possible that we are losing 
information by excluding single cells with energy signatures. 
 
ALICE software is written in the C
package called ROOT as its backbone.
1 
          
    
  
    
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
of clusters of energy in the EMCAL and 
rack matching. 
 
cluster;
, this would mean that 
t to the central 
3 would be better matches for that energy cluster 
4 is in would be completely disregarded. This is 
 
++
 programming language, and uses a software 
 (The ROOT Team 1995). In the discussion 
4 
3 
2 
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that follows, we will reproduce some elements of the software to show how the 
calculations were done.  
 
For this project, we calculated the distance, DR, between each track and the closest 
cluster. This was done by comparing the magnitude of the Eta and Phi differences 
between the locations in the EMCAL and the tracks. This is the coding used to 
calculate the magnitude of DR: 
 
Double_t tphi=track->Phi(); 
 Double_t teta=track->Eta(); 
 
 for (Int_t iCluster=0 ; iCluster < kNumberOfClusters ; 
iCluster++) { 
     AliESDCaloCluster * caloCluster = (AliESDCaloCluster *) 
caloClustersArr->At(iCluster) ; 
     if ( caloCluster->E()<1. ) continue; 
     Float_t x[3]; 
     caloCluster->GetPosition(x); 
     TVector3 caloClusterPosition(x[0],x[1],x[2]); 
     Double_t cphi=caloClusterPosition.Phi(); 
     Double_t ceta=caloClusterPosition.Eta(); 
     Double_t dEta = ceta-teta; 
     Double_t dPhi = cphi-tphi; 
      
     Double_t dEta2 =  pow(dEta,2); 
     Double_t dPhi2 =  pow(dPhi,2); 
      
     Double_t dR = sqrt (dEta2 + dPhi2); 
 
Looking at the highlighted section of the code, ceta and cphi are the Eta and 
Phi values in the EMCAL, and teta and tphi are the Eta and Phi values 
determined by the tracking detectors. The last line of code defines dR as the 
magnitude of the distance between the Eta/Phi values of the track and the Eta/Phi 
values of the energy signature of the cell clusters on the EMCAL. 
We repeated the same calculations, but for matching tracks to individual cells. This 
was a challenge because the coding in ALICE does not provide the eta and phi 
coordinates for each cell. Cells in the calorimeter are indexed sequentially, so we 
had to add some code that would transform the cell position into its eta and phi 
coordinates. Once that was done, we ultimately repeated the calculations for the 
cluster track matching. This is the code that was used to calculate the distance 
between tracks and cells. We called this distance dcR, for DR of cells: 
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AliESDCaloCells * cells = (AliESDCaloCells*) esd->GetEMCALCells(); 
Int_t ncellsPerEvent = cells->GetNumberOfCells(); 
for (Int_t iCell=0 ; iCell  < ncellsPerEvent ; iCell++) { 
     
     Short_t cellnumber; 
     Double_t amp; 
     Double_t time; 
 
     cells->GetCell ((Short_t)iCell,cellnumber,amp,time); 
     // printf ("amp=%f \n", amp); 
     
     if ( amp < 5. ) continue; 
 
     TVector3 caloCellPosition; 
     if(fEMCALGeo) { 
       fEMCALGeo->GetGlobal(cellnumber,caloCellPosition); 
     } else { 
       printf("Crap!  Should have got Geo Pointer.  But 
something's messed up.\n"); 
     } 
     Double_t ccphi=caloCellPosition.Phi(); 
     Double_t cceta=caloCellPosition.Eta(); 
     Double_t dcEta = cceta-teta; 
     Double_t dcPhi = ccphi-tphi; 
      
     Double_t dcEta2 =  pow(dcEta,2); 
     Double_t dcPhi2 =  pow(dcPhi,2); 
      
     Double_t dcR = sqrt (dcEta2 + dcPhi2); 
 
The top section of the code is what was used to get the coordinates for each cell. 
The highlighted section, again, shows the difference calculated between the track 
and cell coordinates, and dcR is the magnitude of the distance between the Eta/Phi 
values of the track and the Eta/Phi values of the energy signature on the cells of the 
EMCAL. 
We also wanted to see how well the highest amplitude cell in a cluster matched to 
a track. We ran the exact same calculation a third time, but this time we determined 
the highest energy cell in a cluster, and found the distance dcmR between tracks 
and cells. This is the code we created to perform this function: 
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Short_t Mcellnum = 0; 
Double_t Mamp = 0.; 
Double_t amp=0.; 
Short_t cellnumber=0; 
 
Short_t NCellsPerCluster = caloCluster->GetNCells(); 
for (Int_t ic=0;ic<NCellsPerCluster;ic++){ 
    Int_t iCell=caloCluster->GetCellAbsId(ic); 
    amp =  cells->GetCellAmplitude(iCell); 
    if (amp > Mamp) {Mamp=amp; Mcellnum=iCell;} 
 
} 
 
TVector3 Mcellpos; 
fEMCALGeo->GetGlobal(Mcellnum,Mcellpos); 
Double_t cmcphi=Mcellpos.Phi(); 
Double_t cmceta=Mcellpos.Eta(); 
Double_t dcmEta = cmceta-teta; 
Double_t dcmPhi = cmcphi-tphi; 
 
Double_t dcmEta2 = pow(dcmEta,2); 
Double_t dcmPhi2 = pow(dcmPhi,2); 
 
Double_t dcmR = sqrt (dcmEta2 + dcmPhi2); 
 
To test these algorithms, we used the ALICE software (AliRoot) to simulate, using 
the GEANT3 package, artificial collision events consisting of 5 electrons heading 
towards the EMCAL. In all, we ran 200 such events to give us a sample of 1000 
electrons to analyze. Then, the simulation data was run through the code we 
created. We did this so that we could control the number of electrons, and compare 
the visual representation of the 
data with the information gathered 
from our code. We ran separate 
simulations data at 4 different 
momentum ranges: 10-15 GeV/c, 
15-20 GeV/c…. up to 25-30 
GeV/c. The momentum ranges that 
were manipulated refer to the 
“transverse momentum” or “pT” of 
the electrons. Quickly looking 
back at figure 1.3, the pT of a 
particle is measured transversely 
to the beam tube.  
 
Figure M.2: A visual representation of 
the simulated data. 
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These momentum ranges were chosen so that we could see if there was a trend 
with particle detection as the particle momentum increased, and because the 
EMCAL is optimized to work with energies above 10 GeV/c. This is a picture of 
one of the simulations using the ALICE event Display. The purple/yellow lines 
would be the particle track, and the red and purple dots would be cells with energy 
signatures in the EMCAL.   
  
Data: 
Once the code was run over the simulation data, we used ROOT to create 
histograms of the “dR,” “dcR,” and “dmcR” distances. Once these histograms were 
created, we fit a Gaussian to the peak of the histogram, which would correspond to 
the most probable distance between the cluster/cell and the track. From these fits 
we extracted the mean distance between an energy signature and its corresponding 
track/cell, and then plotted the mean distances for each momentum range on the 
same graph. We were interested to see if there were any trends with the data as 
higher momenta were reached. Here are the histograms of the track-cluster, track-
cell, and track-max cell distances respectively, with the fitted Gaussian function 
represented as a thick dark line. 
 
Figure D.1: The histograms for each pT range, 10-15 GeV/c, 15-20 GeV/c, 20-25 GeV/c, and 25-
30 GeV/c when matching tracks with clusters.  
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Figure D.2: The histograms for each pT range, 10-15 GeV/c, 15-20 GeV/c, 20-25 GeV/c, and 25-
30 GeV/c when matching tracks with cells. 
 
 
Figure D.3: The histograms for each pT range, 10-15 GeV/c, 15-20 GeV/c, 20-25 GeV/c, and 25-
30 GeV/c when matching tracks with the highest energy cell in a cluster.  
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Figure D.4: The plot comparing all three types of distance measures for their corresponding 
momentum range. 
 
 
 
Figure D.5: The plot comparing all three sigma values (width) for their corresponding 
momentum range. 
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Results: 
From figures D.4 and D.5, it appears that there is little difference in the mean 
distance between a track and the nearest cell, the maximum cell in a cluster, and 
the central distribution of the cluster itself. In fact, the magnitude of the distance 
only varies within .005 at most for each momentum range. Contrary to what we 
had initially thought, the cluster-track distance appears to be the shortest distance, 
which would ultimately mean that it is the optimal method for identifying particles. 
However, upon further investigation, we realized that it would be physically 
impossible for the center of a cluster to be closer to a track than the nearest cell. 
The reason we see this trend in our data is because we are comparing the mean 
distance. This means that when our algorithm is calculating the distance for each 
cell, it does not stop when it finds the nearest cell. Instead, it calculates the distance 
of every cell nearby, which could extend to a different cluster or a cell on the 
opposite side of the same cluster. Since more cells are available to contribute a 
distance measurement, the average would be weighted towards a larger distance. 
This is why the cluster matching distance appears closer than the cell matching. 
We plan to further investigate what happens if we only compare the closest cell of 
a cluster to the nearest track, with the central distribution of that same cluster. This 
will return a shorter distance, and may lead to a better optimization of the particle 
identification process. 
One interesting finding from this study is that at the lower pT values, there is a 
double peak in the various distances. This is an unexpected phenomenon which 
will require further investigation.  
Overall, this investigation of optimizing the particle identification process has been 
very fruitful. We found that there is a small, but significant difference in the results 
when using the Eta and Phi values of the collision vertex versus the Eta and Phi 
values at the surface of the EMCAL, and that lower pT particles display an 
anomalous double peak trend when calculating the various distances of energy 
signatures in the EMCAL to the closest track. The most significant result is the 
observation of the trend in the distance between tracks and energy signatures in the 
EMCAL versus momentum. The observed decrease is expected because there 
would be less scattering at these higher energies, and our empirical investigation 
supports this conclusion.  Ultimately, the development of the algorithms and 
methods used for this study form a strong and focused foundation for further 
research in particle identification in ALICE. 
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